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The choice of the power chain system (or cable track system) 
must be made in accordance with the needs of the required 
cables. It is recommended not to make use of cables with multi-

layer construction if possible, eg > 25 cores, but to assign the neces-
sary cores to a higher number of cables. The minimum permissible 
bending radii of the cables must be strictly adhered to.

The cables should be laid out without twisting into the power 
chain system. Therefore, the cable end overhead should not be pulled 
off the drums and coils which rest on their sides, but the cables should 
be unrolled from the drum or the coil and laid out or suspended, 
if necessary. For use in power chain systems, it is recommended 
that cables are withdrawn directly from drums standing or hanging 
vertically. Along the cables, are imprints which spiral around their 
surfaces. Therefore, the printing cannot be used as an indicator of the 
twist-free straightening of the cables. When the cables are drawn in, 
the chains should be laid out longitudinally. Afterwards, the power 
chains loaded with cables can be brought into an operating position.

The cables must lie loosely next to each other in the chain stays. 
As far as possible they should be arranged individually, disjoined via 
separators and placed within individual holders in the neutral zone 
of the chain. The free space for the cables in the chain stay should 
be at least 10% of the cable diameter. Arranging cables one above 
the other without using separators should be avoided. In case of a 
vertically suspended chain arrangement, more free space must be 
provided regarding the height of the chain stay, because the cables 
are extended during operation. After a short period of operation, the 
length adjustment of the cables must be checked and, if necessary, 
corrected.

The cables must not be fixed or tied together in the chain. They 
should be connected at both ends of the chain. In the case of long 
power chains with top trunks lying on, and rubbing against, bottom 
trunks, the cables may only be connected at the driven end. The 
bending of the cables must not include their connection points. The 
distance between the end point of the bending movement and the 
connection point should be as large as possible (in the case of ÖLFLEX 

SERVO FD 750 P, -760 CP and UNITRONIC FD minimum 20 times 
the cable diameter. In the case of ÖLFLEX FD CLASSIC, ÖLFLEX FD, 
ÖLFLEX SERVO FD 755 P -795 P and ÖLFLEX FD ROBUST a minimum  
of 10 times the cable diameter).

It is very important that the cables are able to move absolutely 
freely in the bending section of the power chain. Compulsory guiding 
of the cables via the power chain must be excluded, so that relative 
movement of the cables will check the position of the cable after 
a brief period of operation. This inspection must take place after 
thrust and tension movement. If a power chain breaks, the cables 
must also be replaced, because damage due to excessive stretching 
cannot be ruled out. If your horizontally installed power chain is long 
enough to have the top trunk gliding on top of the bottom trunk, it is 
very important to allocate the cables within the chain in a way that 
horizontal symmetric distribution of the total weight of the cables is 
guaranteed. Only by observing this rule, is it assured, that the top trunk 
will not cant in the bottom trunk through torsion of the top trunk as a 
consequence of one-sided weight distribution inside it. Disregarding 
this advice dramatically reduces lifecycle of the power chain system.

SKINTOP cable glands to be tightened by hand only (without 
using a tool) to avoid bruising of the cables.

Sable Chain

A design which moves cable protection up a notch is Sabin Chain 
which virtually eliminates sound during operation and takes ‘clean’ 
to a whole new level with Class 2 clean room certification. Sabin 
Chain’s patented sideband grips the link next to it, driving it in the 
same direction, with little or no point of contact in between. It is a 
technique which has been recognised with various awards including 
the award for New Excellent Technology from the Korean Govern-
ment’s Science and Technology Department, IPA Certification (VDI 
2083 CLASS2/ DIN EN 14644- 1 ISO CLASS4) and TUV Certification 
(30db) to name a few, and is being patented globally.

In addition, to meet clients’ needs in the strict European market 
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and for the safety of clients worldwide, Sabin Chain includes none 
of the six harmful substances; Lead (Pb), Cadmium (Cd), Mercury 
(Hg), Hexavalent Chromium (Cr6+), etc... making it completely recy-
clable and harmless - both to the user and to the environment. But 
Sabin Chain does not simply stop at the clean room. Sabin Chain is 
a contender in any application and as such, CPS has developed the 
Sabin Chain N (Normal Type), Sabin Chain E (Enclosed Type) and 
Sabin Chain S (Sliding Type) to ensure absolute cable protection for 
cables in any environment.

Clean Room (CR-Type): Designed to meet the low noise and low 
dust demands of semi-conductor production lines, LCD/PDP produc-
tion lines and any application where ‘clean’ and ‘quiet’ are a necessity.

Normal (N-Type): Designed to be more durable and more flex-
ible than the existing cable protection systems. It is a virtual wall 
around the inner chamber allowing for only necessary movement 
and creating flexibility options for machines which do not track 
perfectly every time.

Enclosed (E-Type): Designed to protect the inserted cables by 
forming a complete enclosure which runs the entire length of the 
cable chain, resulting in total protection from outside impact or foreign 
objects. Sabin Chain E can be found on car manufacturers’ welding 
line robot carriages and press lines and on any machine where excess 
material can damage inserted cables. Compared to current enclosed 
systems, it is stronger, quieter and more flexible, making it the right 
choice for harsh, dangerous or otherwise unclean environments.

Sliding (S - Type): Designed for long stroke applications and ap-
plications where, due to the weight of the inserted cables, the self 
supporting length of Sabin N- Type or E- Type is insufficient, CPS 
has developed the ‘Roller Skid’. Consisting of roller bearings, the 
Roller Skids virtually eliminate the coefficient of friction, resulting 
in a quieter, safer, faster and more economical application. Due to 
ease of operation, the lifespan of machinery will increase, and with 
it production capacity, and eventually bottom line profit.

Conclusion

Cables that will be bent and flexed must be properly installed and 
properly protected. A number of systems exist to protect cables for 
use in power chain systems, each designed for a range of specific 
applications.
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